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What hospice doctors need to know
when they do a home visit
It's a major change for some

Making a home care visit is one of the biggest challenges for physi-
cians and other health care practitioners trained in the medical

model because they're not in control of the interview.
While hospices train their nurses and nursing assistants to work in a

home care setting, they may be overlooking the needs of hospice physi-
cians and nurse practitioners, experts suggest.

"When you see patients at an office you decide when they come in,
decide when to see them, and you walk away when you're finished,"
says Deidra R. Woods, MD, FACP, CMD, hospice medical director of
LifePath Hospice & Palliative Care Inc. in Ruskin, FL.

"You're really controlling that interaction," Woods adds.
It's an entirely different scenario during a home visit.
"When you enter someone's living space, they are the king of the castle,

and you're no longer in your own environment," Woods says.
Physicians and nurse practitioners sometimes find themselves sur-

prised and uncomfortable in a home care situation.
For instance, Woods once was visiting a man who was sitting on his

screened-in porch, where it was very hot. As the man talked with
Woods, the man's daughter held a hand-held video camera and was
videotaping the interaction.

"It was quite a surprise," Woods says. "I said, 'Oh, how unusual,' and
the daughter was very clear that she didn't care who her daddy was
talking to; she was taping her daddy in his dying days."

Woods had been uncomfortable, thinking the camera was connected
to the care she was providing, but to the patient's daughter it was all
about recording his last moments, even when he was talking with his
hospice doctor.

As LifePath Hospice's business has grown, the hospice has hired
additional nurse practitioners and physicians who previously had not
done home visits, says Terri Massaro, MS, ARNP, AOCN, APRN, BC-
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PCM, a nurse practitioner with LifePath Hospice
& Palliative Care in Tampa, FL.

"So we were talking in our medical staff meet-
ings about what makes a good hospice visit and
what were some of the trials and tribulations of
them," Massaro says.

As a result of these conversations, Woods and
Massaro have spoken at national hospice confer-
ences about how practitioners can achieve suc-
cessful home visits.

"It's difficult because you are on the patient's
turf, and you are a guest in their home and that
kind of shifts the power," Massaro says. "It's still a
clinical visit, but you're a guest in their home,
and it's easy to loose boundaries when you're
looking at pictures of their grandchildren and
petting their animals."

Woods and Massaro offer these ideas of the
challenges to successful practitioner home visits:

• Environmental challenges: Home visits may
involve uncomfortable temperatures and unsani-
tary conditions to which practitioners must adjust.

"I've had shoes melt, the soles come off my
shoes because it was so hot," Woods says.

"Naples [FL] is pretty hot about 360 out of 365
days of the year, and we had one patient who
lived in a shack with the windows nailed shut."

The interior of the building was incredibly
hot, and the soles of Woods' shoes literally came
unglued.

"You have to carry a big jug of water and stop
at Burger King so you can breathe for half an
hour," Woods says.

Besides lacking air conditioning, some
patients' homes have no heat in the winter or
running water year-round, Massaro notes.

"You have to be prepared for that because not
everyone lives in a nice, clean, cozy home,"
Massaro says. "You want to be dressed in flip
flops and shorts, but have to go out there dressed
in a professional manner because otherwise it
will feel more like a social visit to the patient."

Practitioners can talk with patients about their
environmental challenges and how to handle
them, Massaro suggests.

"If there's a problem and they can't pay for
their electricity, we get counselors involved to see
if there's any way to negotiate with the electric
company to make this person comfortable," she
says. "Or we may have the person move out of
the house; home visits aren't for everyone."

Another challenge might be providing handi-
cap accessible features to homes, Massaro says.

Before the medical staff visits a home, other
hospice professionals will identify environmental
concerns, such as whether it will be possible to
bathe the patient, she adds.

"If you come from a hospital or clinical setting,
you are used to having a clean, sterile environ-
ment when seeing patients," Massaro says.
"You're not going to have that when you go into a
home, and you need to be prepared."

• Setting boundaries: It's challenging for med-
ical professionals to remain detached when they
see unsettling things in the patient's environ-
ment, such as a lack of electricity or running
water, Massaro notes.

"We have to go in as medical professionals and
then get the right people involved and not fix the
problems ourselves," Massaro says.

"Families want to be gracious, and oftentimes,
they want to give you a cup of coffee or some-
thing to eat, which makes it more social,"
Massaro says. "But even crossing that boundary
can be a problem."

Massaro cautions staff against accepting the
coffee because it sets the expectation that the
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patient's family will do something for the hospice
professional at each visit, and this distracts the
professional from doing his or her job.

Fortunately, hospices typically have a policy
that outlines what to do when offered gifts by
patients and their families, Woods says.

"People who are attracted to this work have an
unfortunate propensity to becoming enmeshed in
the family system," Woods explains. "So we rec-
ognize that as an industry, and it's an issue we're
aware of and address proactively."

Hospice policies can range from forbidding
staff from accepting any gifts to having them
redirect gifts to the hospice foundation, she says.

"If a family wants to recognize a caregiver who
has done a particularly good job, then they can
do so with a letter of thanks to the person's
supervisor," Woods says. "But it's not appropriate
to accept material goods from dying people — it's
fraught with too many ethical issues."

• Coping with pets: "People love their pets,
and we've seen everything at home visits from
snakes to ferrets to big dogs," Massaro says.
"There's always a safety concern."

Some health care and hospice agencies will man-
date that the animals be put away in a separate
room during the visit, and other agencies permit but
do not require staff to make that request, she says.

"I've had birds crawling up my shirt and dogs
slobbering on me and cat hair covering the back
of my pants when I leave, and even a pet squirrel
crawl up my leg," Massaro says. "I love animals,
but not every practitioner loves animals."

Plus, there have been hospice staff members
who've been bitten, and that's always a concern,
she adds.

Woods says she also loves pets, but draws the
line at birds.

"I have difficulty with the bird that is flying
around the house and lands on my head," Woods
says.

And it's surprising how many patients will let
their birds defecate all over the house, creating a
sanitation nightmare, she notes.

"It's their bird, but I absolutely will ask them to
put the pet somewhere safe," Woods says.

In one hospice situation, a nurse practitioner
whose fear for dogs was phobic asked that the
family put the family dog away during her visit,
Woods recalls.

"The family member asked for a different med-
ical provider because she was insulted that the
nurse practitioner asked her to put the 150-pound

dog in a back bedroom," Woods says. "I don't
expect medical providers to go into a situation
where they're not comfortable, so we asked a dif-
ferent medical provider to go into that home."

• Time management and scheduling:
Scheduling and time management are challeng-
ing for medical practitioners who are used to
seeing many patients in one setting, with office
visits running back-to-back.

"Time management is something you can get
better at with experience," Woods says.

"We initially find that when people start to do
this work it can be overwhelming, and it may be
difficult for them to set [time] limits because they
are in the patient's environment," Woods explains.
"It's a skill you get better at over time."

And there always will be the occasion when
the doctor or nurse practitioner has to wait at the
house until someone else arrives because of an
emergency that occurred, she notes.

Another challenge is negotiating the geograph-
ical distances involved in hospice home visits,
Massaro says.

"With gas costs being so high, you want to
keep your visits within a reasonable geography
for the day," Massaro says. "You don't want one
visit on one end of town and another one on the
other end of town."

Plus, hospice medical practitioners will need to
make certain their automobiles are in good condi-
tion and are well maintained and that they pay
close attention to their surroundings as they
drive in new areas, Massaro says.

"Safety is always of utmost importance," she adds.
"Someone always needs to know what your

schedule is," Massaro says. "And hospice
employees learn about safety in orientation."

Also, because the hospice has wireless Internet
access, employees can visit MapQuest in their
automobiles if they need to find a new home or if
they get lost," Massaro says.   ■

Provide meaning to patients
referred at end-of-life
Gentle words, life validation make a difference

Hospices are increasingly referred patients
who are within days or hours of dying, mak-

ing it much more challenging to provide mean-
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ingful services and end-of-life opportunities for
resolution.

However, there still is a way for hospice social
workers, bereavement counselors, and others to
reach dying patients, even when they are nonre-
sponsive.

"We have a great many patients who come to
hospice late and average a length-of-stay of
maybe two or three days," says Kevin Henry,
MEd, MSW, bereavement care counselor and
counselor for Forbes Hospice in Pittsburgh, PA.
Henry spoke about life validation with the mini-
mally-responsive end-of-life patient at the
National Hospice & Palliative Care Organization
(NHPCO) conference, held July 30 through Aug.
1, 2007, in Albuquerque, NM. It was titled,
"Caring for Mind, Body, and Spirit: Psychosocial,
Bereavement & Spiritual Needs at End-of-Life."

"Many of these patients are minimally respon-
sive," Henry says. "They receive exquisite physical
care and pain management and other traditional
hospice services."

But what they might lack is validation, having
someone tell them that their lives were meaningful,
he says.

Many hospice professionals suspect that the
minimally-responsive patients are still able to
hear what others say, Henry notes.

"There's no research to back this up because
people don't do research on language processing
of people on their death bed — it's too intrusive,"
he says. "However, there is enough anecdotal evi-
dence among those of us who do this work to
suggest that they are hearing everything that is
going on."

Exceptions would be people with brain stem
disorders and hearing impairments, Henry notes.

Dying patients often want to know, even when
they can't express it, whether their lives made a
difference and that they have left a legacy for others,
Henry says.

"And there's no reason why people who are
minimally responsive cannot be reassured that it
is so," he adds.

This is why Henry has made it his mission to
provide end-of-life patents with a compassionate
voice and loving tone that validates who they are
and how they will be remembered.

Henry provides these suggestions for how this
validation can be provided to minimally-respon-
sive patients:

• Find out what you can about the patient
from his or her family.

Hospice professionals can ask family members
about the patient's life, including both happy
moments and struggles.

"You always look for the strengths and what's
good and beautiful about the person," Henry
says.

"I always ask a few pointed questions of the
family members, and then I reflect that informa-
tion to the patient," Henry says.

Once the social worker or other hospice profes-
sional has this information, he or she can sit at the
patient's bedside and introduce him or herself.

"You can say, 'I'm aware this not a time when
you are able to talk with me, but with your per-
mission, I'd like to talk with you,'" Henry says. "'If
it makes you uncomfortable in any way, please let
me know by throwing back your hand.'"

Henry will continue to speak to the patient: "'If
you're okay with me being here, then let me tell
you what a pleasure it is to have this time with
you. I'll tell you what my role is as one of the
counselors here. I just want to let you know some
of the things I know about you from your family
members.'"

The one-sided conversation might continue in
this way: "I've been learning from your family
that you are a dynamite mother, and there are
people in this room who love you more than
words can tell. I know you have a terrific sense of
humor and always put others at ease," Henry
says. "I know you are the one in the family who
was the standard for honesty."

The patients' strengths can be reflected during
this validation.

Also, when the hospice social worker or other
professional takes 10-15 minutes to speak with
the minimally-responsive patient in this way,
then it encourages the family to also speak to the
patient, Henry notes.

"That's the most gratifying thing for me," Henry
says. "My work is all about trying to make conver-
sation happen that might not otherwise occur."

• Go by intuition when speaking with patient
who has no family available.

When Henry sits with a patient who is alone,
and there is no information available about this
person's life, he will follow his intuition based on
the person's face and generalities about every
person's life.

Everyone weathers struggles and known joy,
and as they are dying they have reached a point
where the struggling is coming to a close, Henry
notes.
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"I will speak about the human condition and
impressions I have about people based on their
face," he says. "Some people strike you in certain
ways."

For instance, he met with one dying woman
whose family could not be contacted.

"I knew her life was advanced, and she proba-
bly had joy and reflection and moments of
peace," Henry says. "I told her that she had one of
the most kind faces I had ever seen, and I said,
'Yours is a face that shows great kindness.'"

On the day she died, hospice staff finally
reached the woman's brother-in-law, who told
Henry that the woman was one of the kindest
persons he'd ever met.

"So his impression in knowing her awhile was
exactly what I found with just seeing her face on
her death bed," Henry says. "We hospice workers
are pretty astute folks, and we work with people
day-in, day-out on poignant issues, so we have a
way of knowing people, and we can make good
educated guesses."

If a hospice professional speaks with a dying
patient in a soft, unhurried way, and reflects on
that person's strengths and legacy, and the pro-
fessional is a little perceptive, then he or she will
probably be very close at guessing what the per-
son's life has been like, Henry says.

"I might say, 'I don't know you very well, but I
imagine your life is one with joys and tribula-
tions, and you probably know much about loving
and getting by in tight spots,'" Henry says. "I say,
'You are to be congratulated for living as long as
you have.'"

• Be gentle in speaking with the minimally-
responsive patient.

What the patients recognize is that someone is
sitting beside them and is talking with them gently
and lovingly, Henry says.

Sometimes as people are dying, their rate of
breathing will increase while someone is talking
with them, and then it will slow into a steady and
rhythmical pace, Henry notes.

"One of the helpful things is to watch people's
breathing, and kind of give short phrases with
their out-breath because there's music to people's
rate of breathing," Henry says. "It's literally the
music of the human body, and you might say
'soul.'"

Henry will start to pace his phrases and sen-
tences with the patient's out-breath, using the
patient's rhythm as a guide.

"When people are breathing rapidly, I might

try to speak to them with every other breath,"
he says. "Or if they are breathing slowly, then I
might say two sentences with each of their
breaths."

It's important to not underestimate the impor-
tance of physical presence and touch.

"Another pointer is that people's lives are a
gigantic experience of sensate things," Henry
says. "People are touching things all the time."

So Henry will hold a patient's hand and maybe
discuss the way the person has used his or her
hands in the past.

For example, a person who was a secretary or
writer might have touched many keyboards or
typewriters, and someone who was a mechanic
might have used various tools, Henry says.

"For cooks, I'd talk about the feel of food that
they were handling and the pots and pans," he
adds.

The key is to read into people's lives what their
own experiences were and recognizing what they
have touched along the way and how that has
impacted them.

This gentle validation often gives the patient
the release he or she needs.

"It's not uncommon for people to shed a tear
and to die not long afterwards," he says.
"Sometimes people make a decision and think this
is as good a time as any to leave because someone
knows who they are and is talking lovingly to
them about their life."   ■

Grief counseling should be
supported despite bad rap
Researcher says negative studies were bad science

It only took one research paper in 2000 to cast a
negative view over grief counseling, but that

single widely-repeated and reported study has
had long-term and unjustified impact on the
practice, an expert says.

Hospice professionals may have read in
Newsweek and other major media outlets about
how a study showed that one-third of grief coun-
seling clients and 50 percent of "normal" grievers
were worse off than a control group as a result of
grief counseling treatment. This statistic has been
reported in national magazines and newspapers,
cited in professional journals, and used by the
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psychological, hospice, and counseling indus-
tries to promote a pessimistic view of grief coun-
seling.1

The trouble is that the statistics are based on
data in a dissertation that was not peer-
reviewed or published and which experts say is
bad science, says Dale G. Larson, PhD, a profes-
sor in the department of counseling psychology
at Santa Clara University in Santa Clara, CA.
Larson also is the interim dean of the School of
Education, Counseling Psychology and Pastoral
Ministries at Santa Clara University.

Larson was intrigued when he first saw the
grief counseling statistic, so he ordered the orig-
inal citation, a 28-page dissertation, which first
had been cited in a 2000 Death Studies paper.2

The Death Studies paper has been widely
cited as evidence of the negative effects of
bereavement counseling, even though the origi-
nal citation — the dissertation — had never
been published or peer reviewed.

"It was cited by everyone else as evidence for
harmful effects of grief counseling, but no one
returned to the original research, which was
under the radar and never critically evaluated,"
Larson says.

"So I studied that dissertation and immediately
began to question the validity of the research
because there were many problems with it,"
Larson says. "The statistics had never been vetted
and were not approved by the methodological
research community."

The study had analyzed data from a number of
studies to determine what has become to be called
"treatment-induced deterioration effects" (TIDE).

Larson consulted with statistical and method-
ology experts across the country to see if the
research was valid.

"If the research was invalid, it was an extraordi-
nary discovery because the study had shaped the
entire way we were viewing bereavement in liter-

ature," Larson says. "In the seven years since the
article, it had set the stage for the emergence of a
pessimistic outlook on bereavement counseling."

The statistical experts confirmed that the dis-
sertation's findings were invalid, Larson says.

So why did the media and research commu-
nity pounce so easily on a flawed study to cast
doubt on the positive impact of bereavement
counseling?

Larson suspects it was a perfect storm of sev-
eral things: "What happened is a number of peo-
ple who are advancing counterintuitive positions
overall, saying we don't need to talk about our
loss experiences, found these dramatic counterin-
tuitive findings to be very supportive of their
positions, and so they championed them."

Since no one before Larson examined the orig-
inal data, the findings were immune to critical
review, he adds.

And since the media likes controversy and
finds counterintuitive findings more interesting,
the negative view of grief counseling has a
longer-lasting public presence than it might have
otherwise, he says.

"If you want to get into the New York Times, it's
much easier to say you shouldn't talk about loss
experiences, because to say you should talk about
loss is not very interesting," Larson says.

In fact, Larson was interviewed this past sum-
mer by a reporter from Newsweek, who persisted
in writing a story that is largely negative about
grief counseling, despite his spending time
explaining to her that this finding was based on
bad science.

"I told her that every outside reviewer and
methodologist has said the same thing, that the
data is meaningless, and it's not just a judgment
call," Larson says.

So a stigma about grief counseling persists,
and it is hard to shake, he says.

"It's a psychological challenge to turn the
field's view around," Larson says.

But hospices and bereavement counselors
should take heart in the findings that have dis-
proved the pessimism about grief counseling, he
says.

"For bereavement workers who have felt self-
doubting of the efficacy of their interventions,
this should be very good news," Larson says.
"This is about a scientific issue."

Larson has published a paper that disputes the
pessimistic view in the August issue of
Professional Psychology: Research and Practice, and
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he hopes hospices and other health care entities
will use this study to shore up support for grief
counseling.

"I've heard many times that the [earlier] nega-
tive findings have been used to critique funding
for bereavement programs with people saying,
'Why should we support bereavement services if
they're harmful?'" Larson says. "And now the
hospice world has some real good argument in
favor of bereavement services."   ■
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Assess use of anticoagulants
to meet new NPSG requirement
A policy that addresses precautions for blood thinners

With one death every day and about 1.3 mil-
lion people injured annually due to med-

ication errors,1 it is no surprise that reducing the
risk of patient injury due to medication error is a
National Patient Safety Goal for The Joint
Commission.

While Goal 3 — “improve the safety of using
medications” — has always been a safety goal, it
is regularly reviewed and requirements for meet-
ing the goal are adjusted as needed, says Peter B.
Angood, MD, vice president and chief patient
safety officer for The Joint Commission. The 2008

addition to Goal 3 is requirement 3E, which states
that organizations must “reduce the likelihood of
patient harm associated with the use of anticoag-
ulation therapy.”

“This topic [anticoagulation therapy] has sur-
faced in our Sentinel Events Advisory Group’s
reviews quickly in the past couple of years,” says
Angood. “Anticoagulation therapy can be safe
for patients if they are monitored carefully by
their primary care doctor and their home health
provider to make sure that the correct dose is
taken.”

Unlike new goals in previous years, require-
ment 3E must be implemented within a specific
timetable, says Angood. “In past years, we have
identified a goal and given organizations one
year to prepare for implementation,” he says.
The one-year time frame gave organizations a
sense that there was no need to do anything for
one year, he admits. The checkpoints outlined in
the rationale for requirement 3E call for: assign-
ment of leadership responsibility by April 1,
2008; implementation work plan in place by July
1, 2008; pilot testing in at least one clinical unit
by Oct. 1, 2008; and full implementation by Jan.
1, 2009. “These checkpoints should help organi-
zations better prepare for full implementation,”
he adds.

“I don’t anticipate any problems complying
with this patient safety goal,” says Sharon
Darnall, RN, director of Marion Home Health
Services at Crittenden Health Systems in Marion,
KY. “We care for a lot of post-surgical orthopedic
patients so we have to monitor them carefully,”
she says. Because many of these patients had to
discontinue anticoagulants prior to surgery,
knowing when to restart anticoagulation therapy
and making sure the patient understands med-
ication instructions is already an important part
of the nurses’ responsibility, she adds.

The main issue for home health agencies will
be the need to establish guidelines for the moni-
toring and management of patients on anticoagu-
lant therapy, says Angood. “The agency will need
to define the management process, establish pro-
tocols for baseline and ongoing monitors, and
define the process for identification of problems
and solutions to those problems,” he says. The
key to continuous compliance will be staff and
patient education, he adds.

Requirement 3E is the only new addition to The
Joint Commission National Patient Safety Goals
for home health programs for a reason, Angood
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points out. “We are aware that new goals or new
requirements create a need for our accredited
organizations to re-evaluate systems and proce-
dures,” he says. “Our field review demonstrates
that organizations are getting up-to-speed on the
goals, so we eased off on the number of new goals
that organizations must address in 2008.”   ■
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‘Hopefulness’ contributes
to good end-of-life care
More education and experience also are benefits

Researchers at a large children’s hospital
found that nurses who were comfortable

working with dying children and their families
were also nurses who reported high levels of
hopefulness.1

“The study was prompted by our desire to see
why it appeared that some nurses were more
comfortable with end-of-life care and, in particu-
lar, talking to the families and having difficult
conversations with them,” says Gina Santucci,
MSN, RN, nursing coordinator, Pediatric
Advanced Care Team (PACT) of the Children’s
Hospital of Philadelphia.

Investigators analyzed nurses’ work experi-
ence, education levels, and hopefulness, and
compared these to their self-assessment of com-
petence in palliative care.

The study found that nurses with more nurs-
ing experience tended to express higher levels of
comfort working with dying children and their
families, and the same was true with nurses who
had more years of education and higher levels of
hopefulness, according to the Adult Dispositional
Hope Scale.

Santucci wanted to include “hopefulness” in
the study due to her own personal experiences as
a nurse.

“I’ve worked on the floor and taken care of
patients, and when I look back at my experi-
ences, I can remember situations where I didn’t
feel hopeful about what I was doing,” Santucci
says. “Then there were other experiences that
were equally difficult, but I felt everything was

working well, and I felt hope had something to
do with it.”

The study was a web-based questionnaire, and
932 nurses at the hospital were invited to partici-
pate, via e-mail. Nurses also were reminded of
the survey at staff meetings.

In all, 410 nurses completed the questionnaire,
which is a 44% response rate, Santucci says,
adding, “We were happy that the response rate
was over 20%.

“Our most substantial finding was with educa-
tion, specifically, palliative care; that was the high-
est,” she says. 

Nurses who had more hours of palliative care
education were the most comfortable in providing
palliative care and talking about death and dying
with their patients and families, Santucci says.

The web-based survey included these kinds of
questions — asking for a rating from four, which
means extremely competent to zero, meaning not
competent — to assess a nurse’s opinion of
her/his own competency in each of these areas:

• proving nursing interventions to improve 
the child’s quality of life; 
• managing pain; 
• managing other symptoms; 
• talking with children and families about 
dying; 
• emphasizing goals, not limitations; 
• understanding the role of hospice; 
• recognizing impending death; 
• understanding advance directives; 
• being sensitive to spiritual needs; 
• being sensitive to cultural values and issues; 
• understanding ethical issues surrounding 
end-of-life care; and 
• knowing where to find help within the hos-
pital when faced with an ethical dilemma. 
Also, nurses with the most education reported

feeling more competent, she adds.
The second highest correlation was between

experience and feelings of comfort and compe-
tence in dealing with dying patients.

Researchers found that nurses with more expe-
rience expressed being comfortable with talking
to dying patients and their families, Santucci says.

“But once nurses had five to six years of experi-
ence, their comfort level hit a plateau,” she adds.
“Also, their difficulty in talking with families was
higher if they were new nurses, and would grad-
ually decrease with years of practice, reaching a
plateau at about 10 years of practice.”

The study found that there also was a slight
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increase in comfort with higher levels of hope,
Santucci says.

“With increased hopefulness, there was a sig-
nificant decrease in difficulty in talking to fami-
lies about end-of-life challenges, and there was a
slight increase in confidence,” she says.

While the solution is fairly obvious with educa-
tion and experience, enhancing hopefulness among
nurses is more of a challenge, Santucci says.

“The question is, ‘How do you engender hope
and how do you change things to make nurses
more hopeful?’” Santucci says. “How do you
eliminate those things we do to take away hope.”

There likely will be another study that looks at
this issue, she adds.

“My ideas are that when people are dying at
home, sometimes they get less and less visitors
because people are not comfortable around
death,” Santucci says. 

Although nurses in a children’s hospital are
wonderful, it’s difficult sometimes for them to sit
and be with a family, not saying much, but just
being present, she explains.

“It’s having an understanding of what the fam-
ily may want, and that can only be done when
you sit and listen for a long time,” Santucci says.
“It’s hard to express, but when a child is dying,
knowing what you need to do and being in tune
with the child and family takes a lot of time, and
it’s difficult for everybody.”   ■

Reference
1. Feudtner C, et al. Hopeful thinking and level of com-

fort regarding providing pediatric palliative care: A survey
of hospital nurses. Pediatrics. 2007;119:e186-e192.

Hospices, NHPCO prepare
for anticipated CPs 
Experts offer advice on how to plan for the change

Time is running out for hospices to prepare for
the new Medicare conditions of participation

(CPs), and experts say the best strategy is to
make quality improvement changes now and not
wait until sometime in 2008 when it will become
the law.

The major change hospice industry leaders
expect to find in the final rule for Medicare CPs
involves the quality assessment and performance

improvement requirement.
The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services

(CMS) will ask providers to put together a com-
prehensive assessment of where their organiza-
tion is in business, as well as in clinical practice.
Then they'll be asked to do some performance
improvement projects, including analyzing data
and making certain they're measuring improve-
ment, says Judi Lund Person, MPH, vice presi-
dent of quality for the National Hospice &
Palliative Care Organization (NHPCO) of
Alexandria, VA.

“The whole idea of collecting data is not new,”
Person says. “The whole idea that you will meas-
ure your performance against yourself and other
hospices in the country is a new area.”

These quality improvement (QI) measures will
be more challenging for hospices than they are
for other health care entities, Person notes.

“You have the challenge of having at least half
of our patients who are not responsive enough to
answer questions directly,” Person says. “So hos-
pices will need to get information and data from
family members.”

Another challenge is that patients won't be
enrolled with hospices for very long. Many
patients may be in the program for less than a
week, and this makes it difficult to track QI, she
adds.

NHPCO launched its Quality Partners pro-
gram a year ago to help hospice providers incor-
porate QI into their process, Person says.

“Quality Partners is very tied to CPs, and it
helps providers get ready for this process, and it's
one of the reasons why we have over 2,000 indi-
vidual providers who have signed up for it and
250 hospice providers who have signed up,”
Person says.

CMS published the proposed CPs in the Federal
Register on May 27, 2005, and the final rule is
expected to be published in May 2008. While the
final CPs will be changed somewhat from what
was proposed two and a half years ago, hospice
experts say they likely will include the major
changes, such as the QI requirement.

The new CPs likely will focus on quality perform-
ance measures, as did the proposed CPs, says Cordt
Kassner, PhD, executive director of the Colorado
Hospice Organization of Colorado Springs.

“Many hospices have their own internal qual-
ity/performance improvement process, but they
aren't specifically required through the CPs, and
in the new CPs, they’ll be required,” Kassner
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says. “So the hospices that don’t have an FTE
(full-time equivalent) dedicated to quality assur-
ance are in for a change and need assistance on
how to develop these programs and how to be in
compliance with the new CPs.”

It’s important to put the changes in context.
Current hospice rules are 25-years-old, and the

proposed new CPs will update the existing rules,
as well as provide more consistency and clarity,
Kassner says.

“I believe this is a reasonable request to show
the good work that hospices do,” he adds.

When the Medicare agency changed the rules
for home care organizations more than five years
ago, it led to many organizations closing their
doors. But this is unlikely to happen with hospices
because the changes are not onerous, Kassner says.

“It doesn’t seem like these new CPs are really out
to significantly shrink the hospice industry, as other
fields have experienced,” he says. “I think there are
some factors out there and some issues and con-
cerns that we’re monitoring that may have some
impact on hospices, but it’s nothing in the CPs.”

Hospice leaders express some concerns about
implementing the required changes, but none of
them express fear that the changes may force
them to go out of business, Kassner says.

“People aren’t necessarily excited about it, but
most hospices see how this is a good requirement
in the new COPs,” Kassner says. “Even for
smaller hospices that don’t have specific quality
assessment programs in place, do not think it will
be an overwhelming burden.”

On the positive side, smaller hospices may be
able to implement the new CP changes more
quickly and more smoothly than larger hospices
because they won’t have as much staff to train or as
complex communication systems to adjust, Kassner
notes.

Colorado Hospice Organization (CHO), like
other state hospice organizations, has joined
NHPCO's Quality Partners program and is offer-
ing services and resources to hospices that need
help in preparing for the CP changes.

There have been two statewide telephone con-
ferences on the proposed CPs, Kassner says.

And CHO’s annual fall conference, held Oct. 11-
12, 2007, in Vail, CO, will focus on the quality ini-
tiative, and four of the 10 quality components will
be addressed in plenary sessions and workshops,
Kassner notes.

“We selected the following components: patient
and family-centered care, workforce excellence,

clinical excellence and safety, and performance
measurement,” Kassner says.

For some hospices, quality performance has
long been a focus.

“We have been preparing for this long before
there were new CPs,” says Janet L. Jones, RN,
BSN, CFO of Alive Hospice Inc. of Nashville, TN.

As a large hospice with more than 400 patient
visits per day, Alive Hospice has been measuring
quality performance organizationally for the past
decade, Jones says.

“We attend to not just the clinical quality meas-
ures, but also the financial and other operational
measures,” Jones says. “So in preparing for the
new CPs, it was a matter of pulling together
things we were already doing and focusing on
these a little differently.”

The hospice was one of the first to participate
in the NHPCO Quality Partners program, says
Tamara Royse, RN, BS[Ed], MSQA, director for
quality improvement and training at Alive
Hospice.

“That helped us learn new techniques for
improvement, and it was a fantastic learning
experience,” Royse says.

Royse works with other hospices as a faculty
coach, assisting them with their performance
improvement projects.

Another major change hospice leaders made in
preparing for the CPs was to assess the hospice’s
overall education and leadership training, notes
Karen York, MA, CPHQ, executive vice president
of organizational excellence and mission at Alive
Hospice.

They started off with broad staff education, fol-
lowed by updates on quality assurance plans,
and incorporating changes suggested by the pro-
posed CPs, York says.

At Family Hospice and Palliative Care in
Pittsburgh, part of the preparation for the new
CPs involves having a detailed assessment done
on all patients, says Virginia Valentine, RN, MS,
CHPN, director of performance improvement.

“We evaluate right up front what their ability is
to communicate,” Valentine says. “We have tools
for measuring pain in patients who are cognitively
impaired or non-communicative, and we used
guidelines in relation to non-cancer diagnoses.”

Through using these tools, hospice leaders
guide staff in making individual adjustments as
needed, Valentine says.

Hospice leaders also hold discussions about
the anticipated CPs and what these will mean to
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hospice professionals’ daily work.
“We talk about current regulations related to

the care planning and setting goals, and we
looked at the proposed regulations out there
because there are major changes in that whole
area of care planning,” Valentine says. “We’ve
looked at doing care planning that would yield a
focus on outcomes we could measure.”

There are weekly team conferences in which
staff review an individual patient’s case and see
how fast the patient’s care is moving forward with
regard to goals and outcomes, Valentine adds.

It takes time for staff to adjust to this change in
how they think about patients and cases, she notes.

“I try to point out there will be a heavy focus on
those outcomes,” Valentine says. “If the goal is to
achieve a certain level of comfort in terms of pain
control, then you really need to monitor that and
look at that.”

Then at a two-week review, staff will have to
see how the hospice is doing with regard to this
outcome, Valentine says.

“We have to document that we have evaluated
those outcomes and that we’ve moved on to
developing new strategies for developing those
outcomes,” Valentine says.

It comes down to one word: documentation.
“When you talk to hospice professionals, you

find that we all feel like we’re doing a good job,”
Valentine says.

“But quality is a nebulous thing,” she says. “We
have to document with some measurable out-
comes that we’re in fact doing what we say we’re
doing.” So how do hospices do this?

The first step is conducting a comprehensive
assessment for every patient at admission, Person
says.

“It’s not that different a process than what
providers do now,” Person explains. “It’s goal
setting and identifying each patient’s needs.”

The initial assessment is the beginning point
for starting a quality assessment/performance
improvement project, Person adds.

Basically, hospice organizations need to look
within themselves to identify which areas need
improving, and then they should start a clear and
distinct process to make these improvements and
measure their success, Jones says.

“Every organization will have to designate
someone to be responsible for this process,” Jones
adds. “It doesn’t have to be an additional person,
but it has to be someone who has the key respon-
sibility for helping with the process.”  ■

Simple test can prevent
pneumonia after a stroke
Aspiration is main pneumonia risk in stroke victims

Millions of dollars and several hundred thou-
sand lives could be saved if more hospitals

followed a simple best practice — the swallow
test — for stroke victims, assert researchers in a
new study in the journal Neurology.1 Aspiration,
note medical experts, is the main pneumonia risk
in stroke patients.

A research team from MetroHealth and Case
Western Reserve University in Cleveland and led
by Irene Katzan, MD, MS, assistant professor of
neurology at the Cleveland Clinic and
MetroHealth Medical Center, reviewed local hos-
pital records of 11,286 stroke patients admitted
between 1991 and 1997. They found that 5.6% of
those patients developed pneumonia, which
tripled a patient’s chance of dying within 30
days, and was linked with a greater need of
extended care after discharge and a greater
chance of re-admittance for complications.

In addition, the study reports that the typical
case of pneumonia costs about $15,000 per
patient. With an estimated 500,000 such patients
nationwide per year, the annual cost would be
near $459 million, the authors asserted.

While the study did not specifically determine
if the swallow test was given, “other studies done
largely pre- and post-implementation of the
[swallow test] protocol have shown that imple-
mentation of such a systematic protocol can
reduce pneumonia by 50%; one even showed a
100% reduction,” asserts Katzan.

This particular study, she notes, is part of a
larger data initiative to look at the care provided
under Cleveland Health Quality Choice on six
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diagnoses, including stroke. “My background is
stroke, and pneumonia is one of the most fre-
quent serious complications after stroke,” she
explains. “We are doing a fairly large study eval-
uating the predictors [of stroke] and the best
ways to prevent it. This was a supplemental
study evaluating pneumonia occurring after
stroke.”

The study on cost was designed to uncover the
incremental costs that hospitals absorb when
stroke patients develop pneumonia and require a
lengthier hospital stay, she continues. “DRGs like
stroke get a certain reimbursement no matter
what testing is issued, so when any patient that
goes above [the per diem rate] it is absorbed by
the hospital,” Katzan notes.

Improving poor performance
While the swallow test is a recognized best

practice and easy to perform, “it is documented
to occur in discouragingly low levels” in hospi-
tals, notes Katzan. Why?

“The hospitals have a lot to deal with [with
stroke patients] and this is one of the systematic
things that is hard to do in all places at all times,”
Katzan observes, ”but it is clearly a best practice.”

Still, when a stroke victim comes in at 2 a.m.,
or sits in the ED for eight hours, “the test may not
get done,” she concedes. Nevertheless, she says,
“there is an increased awareness of the impor-
tance of doing this test, and over time I suspect
the screening will be done more frequently.”

Standardized orders
What processes can be put in place to improve

the regularity with which this test is done? “You
should first of all have standardized orders that
include the swallow test, so things are less able to
fall through the cracks,” says Katzan. “The other
thing is, as new nurses come on, as part of their
training, it should become one of the standards of
care.” For a nurse with 10 years’ experience, she
notes, doing the test regularly might represent a
change in practice. “But if you learn this when
you join the staff, it will just be seen as ‘the way
it is.’” As for veteran staffers, “in-services are
absolutely necessary, because nurses have so
much to watch and deal with,” Katzan asserts. 

Several initiatives are currently in place to help
quality professionals and hospital staffs optimize
this practice, notes Katzan. One is the American
Heart Association’s “Get with the Guidelines,”
and the other is the Physician Quality Reporting

Initiative (PQRI) of the Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services (CMS). “Screening for dyspha-
sia is one of eight stroke quality indicators that is
part of a set of PQRI measures being used this
year, and that puts dollars behind [compliance],”
notes Katzan. 

In terms of determining whether your staff are
following the standardized order set, she recom-
mends “auditing [the charts for] a subgroup of
patients to see whether it was done and docu-
mented prior to oral intake, which includes oral
medication.” For example, she notes, “A nurse
might give a stroke patient aspirin without check-
ing their ability to swallow — which is now one
of the quality measures. The bar is becoming
much stricter with CMS, and it is moving higher.”

The direct “take-home” of this study for qual-
ity managers, says Katzan:

“Is that the cost of pneumonia care is signifi-
cant; not only does pneumonia increase the risk
of mortality and have negative effects on morbid-
ity, but it is costly.” Ancillary data from other
studies, she emphasizes, suggest that such pneu-
monias are preventable, “and screening for dys-
phasia is one of the simple, basic ways to reduce
pneumonia.”   ■

Reference
1. Katzan IL, et al. The cost of pneumonia after acute

stroke. Neurology. 2007; 68:1938-1943.
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